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Abstract
Background Patients with celiac disease and inflammatory bowel disease, two immune-mediated luminal conditions, have
higher rates of certain infections than healthy counterparts. The prevalence of many gastrointestinal infections in these
patients, however, is unknown.
Aims Using a novel clinical stool pathogen PCR test, we investigated the hypothesis that patients with celiac disease/inflammatory bowel disease had different distributions of diarrheal pathogens than other patients.
Methods We performed a retrospective cohort study of outpatients who underwent stool pathogen testing with the FilmArray Gastrointestinal PCR Panel (BioFire Diagnostics, Salt Lake City, UT) at our institution from January 1 to December 31,
2015. Rates of pathogens were measured in patients with or without celiac disease/inflammatory bowel disease.
Results Of 955 patients, 337 had positive test for any pathogen, with 465 bacterial, parasitic, or viral pathogens identified.
One hundred and twenty-seven patients (13.3%) had celiac disease or inflammatory bowel disease, of which 29/127 (22.8%)
had a positive test, compared to 308/828 other patients (37.2%) (p = 0.002). Patients with celiac disease/inflammatory
bowel disease had significantly fewer viruses (1.6 vs. 8.1% of patients; p = 0.008) and parasites (0 vs. 3.3%; p = 0.039),
with nonsignificant trend toward fewer bacteria (21.3 vs. 29.2%; p = 0.063). Escherichia coli species were most common
in both populations.
Conclusions Stool PCR identified numerous pathogens in patients with or without celiac disease/inflammatory bowel disease. Patients with celiac disease/inflammatory bowel disease were significantly less likely to have any pathogen identified,
and had significantly fewer viruses and parasites. In this population, knowledge of common pathogens can guide diagnostic
evaluation and offer opportunities for treatment.
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Celiac disease (CeD) and inflammatory bowel disease
(IBD), two immune-mediated gastrointestinal diseases, are
associated with alterations in both gut microbial composition
and systemic immunity. Likely due in part to these qualities,
patients with CeD/IBD have increased risk of a variety of
systemic infections: CeD is associated with increased incidence of pneumococcal infections, tuberculosis, and influenza [1–4], while patients with IBD have higher rates of
Clostridium difficile (newly reclassified as Clostridioides
difficile [5]) infection than controls [6–8]. The prevalence
of gastrointestinal infections due to pathogens other than C.
difficile in patients with CeD or IBD, however, has not been
well studied.
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With the introduction of improving technology to identify
infections, it is possible to diagnose gastrointestinal pathogens with an increasing degree of accuracy. New multiplex
PCR-based panels can detect four times as many pathogens
as routine laboratory testing, with sensitivity and specificity
as high as 95–100 and 97–100%, respectively [9, 10].
These new PCR-based stool tests have not yet been utilized to assess rates of gastrointestinal pathogens in patients
with immune-mediated conditions, including CeD and IBD,
compared to those without. Using a multiplex PCR-based
gastrointestinal pathogen stool test (FilmArray Gastrointestinal Panel, BioFire Diagnostics, Salt Lake City, UT), we
tested the hypothesis that the distribution of gut infectious
pathogens would differ between patients with CeD or IBD
and patients without these diseases. We performed a retrospective cohort study of all adults who underwent outpatient stool testing for altered bowel habits during a oneyear period at our institution to compare the prevalence of a
positive stool test and the distribution of specific pathogens
between patients with CeD/IBD and other patients.
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Methods

watery or loose stool, bloody stool, or increased frequency
of stool) on the day of testing.
The presence of CeD/IBD was defined using the ICD9
and ICD10 diagnosis codes in the electronic medical record:
celiac disease (579, K90.0), ulcerative colitis (556.*, K51.*),
Crohn’s disease (555.0, 555.1, 555.2, 555.9, K50.*), or none
(none of these diagnosis codes). A random sample of 22
patients (2 with CeD, 2 with IBD, and 18 without either
condition) was assessed to confirm that identified records
were of outpatients and had correct diagnosis codes and GI
pathogen PCR test dates and results. Of those 22 sampled
patients, all patients were correctly classified. There were
four patients who had diagnosis codes for both CeD and
IBD; manual review of those four patients confirmed that all
four had diagnoses of both of these conditions.
Zip codes were organized according to the following:
New York City (10000–11500, 11690–11695, 11697); surrounding area: New York State excluding NYC (00501,
00544, 06390, 11500–14926 except where included in
New York City), Connecticut (06000–06929), New Jersey
(07000–08990); and other (all other zip codes).
This study was approved by the Columbia University
Medical Center Institutional Review Board.

Study Sample

Gastrointestinal (GI) Pathogen PCR Testing

We performed a retrospective cohort study using data from
the electronic medical record at New York PresbyterianColumbia University Medical Center, a quaternary care
center. A query was performed to identify adults ≥ 18 years
of age who underwent stool gastrointestinal pathogen PCR
testing in an outpatient setting during the study period spanning January 1, 2015, through December 31, 2015. Only
outpatients were included in order to minimize clinical variability among patients. A total of 955 eligible patients were
identified, all of whom were included in the study. Data collected included patient age; sex; residential zip code; race;
ethnicity; presence of celiac disease, ulcerative colitis, or
Crohn’s disease; location of test (outpatient visit, emergency
department, or at endoscopy); and results of gastrointestinal
pathogen PCR stool test. In patients who received more than
one outpatient gastrointestinal pathogen PCR test during the
study period, only the first chronological test was included.
While clinical data regarding the volume and consistency
of bowel movements were not consistently available in this
retrospective study, the clinical indication for this stool pathogen test at our institution is diarrhea. In order to confirm
this clinical indication for testing in our study, a randomly
selected sample of 22 patients (4 with IBD, 18 without CeD/
IBD) was assessed; to minimize variability in the availability
of clinical data, patients tested in the emergency department
were used. Of the 22 patients, all were noted to have some
manifestation of diarrheal illness (characterized as diarrhea,

All samples were analyzed according to the manufacturer’s
instruction using the FilmArray Gastrointestinal Panel (BioFire Diagnostics, Salt Lake City, UT). Samples were analyzed for the presence of 21 pathogens including bacteria,
parasites, and viruses (see Table 3). Although the panel can
also be used to identify the twenty-second pathogen, toxigenic C. difficile, the C. difficile result from this panel is not
reported by our clinical laboratory as it is tested via a separate assay that is ordered separately in selected patients. For
all patients who underwent separate C. difficile stool PCR
testing within 7 days before or after the date of the GI pathogen multiplex PCR test, results of C. difficile testing were
also collected. Where applicable, testing for C. difficile was
performed using the Xpert C. difficile stool test (Cepheid,
Sunnyvale, CA).

Statistical Analyses
We used the Chi-square test to compare characteristics of
patients with positive or negative stool pathogen test and to
compare prevalence of specific pathogens between patients
with CeD/IBD and those without. We used multivariable
analysis to identify factors independently associated with
a positive stool pathogen test. The multivariable analysis
included the following variables in the model a priori:
immune-based disorders (IBD/CeD), sex, age, race, ethnicity, residential region (New York City, surrounding areas,
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remote), and location of testing (office visit, emergency
department, endoscopy suite). Statistical calculations were
done using SAS version 9.4 (Cary, NC).

Results

to have been tested during an outpatient endoscopy (12.6
vs. 3.3%, p < 0.001). They were less likely to live in New
York City (74.0 vs. 85.0%, p = <0.001) or to be tested in the
emergency department (4.7 vs. 12.9%, p < 0.001). A total of
337 patients overall (35.3%) had a positive stool pathogen
test, indicating the presence of at least one pathogen.

Patient Characteristics

Factors Associated with Positive Stool Pathogen Test

We identified 955 patients who underwent outpatient stool
pathogen testing between January 1, 2015, and December
31, 2015 (Table 1). Of the 955 patients, 127 patients (13.3%
of total) had immune-mediated diseases, including CeD (60
patients), IBD (63 patients; 38 with ulcerative colitis, 24
with Crohn’s disease, and one with indeterminate colitis), or
both CeD and IBD (four patients). Patients with CeD/IBD
were more likely to be white (57.5 vs. 39.3%, p = 0.001) and

A positive stool pathogen PCR test was significantly less
likely in patients with CeD/IBD than other patients: positive result was found in 29 of 127 patients with CeD/IBD
(22.8%) compared to 308 of 828 patients without (37.2%)
(p = 0.002) (Table 1). On multivariate analysis of factors
independently associated with positive stool pathogen test
(Table 2), patients with positive stool pathogen test were
less likely to have CeD/IBD (OR 0.49; 95% CI 0.31–0.77,

Table 1  Characteristics of all
outpatients at first GI pathogen
PCR testing from January 1,
2015, to December 31, 2015

All (n = 955)
Patients with positive GI
337 (35.3)
PCR test, no. (%)a
Sex, no. (%)
Female
565 (59.2)
Male
390 (40.8)
Age at testing, no. (%)
18–29 years
208 (21.8)
30–49 years
277 (29.0)
50–69 years
294 (30.8)
≥ 70 years
176 (18.4)
Race, no. (%)
White
398 (41.7)
Black
80 (8.4)
Asian
26 (2.7)
Other
451 (47.2)
Ethnicity, no. (%)
Hispanic
153 (16.0)
Non-Hispanic
370 (38.7)
Other
432 (45.2)
Residential zip code, no. (%)
New York City
798 (83.6)
134 (14.0)
Surrounding areab
Other
23 (2.4)
Location test performed, no. (%)
Office visit
799 (83.7)
Emergency department
113 (11.8)
Endoscopy
43 (4.5)

Other (n = 828)

p valuec

29 (22.8)

308 (37.2)

< 0.01

75 (59.1)
52 (40.9)

490 (59.2)
338 (40.8)

32 (25.2)
38 (29.9)
36 (28.3)
21 (16.5)

176 (21.3)
239 (28.9)
258 (31.2)
155 (18.7)

73 (57.5)
8 (6.3)
0 (0.0)
46 (36.2)

325 (39.3)
72 (8.7)
26 (3.1)
405 (48.9)

14 (11.0)
58 (45.7)
55 (43.3)

139 (16.8)
312 (37.7)
377 (45.5)

94 (74.0)
24 (18.9)
9 (7.1)

704 (85.0)
110 (13.3)
14 (1.7)

105 (82.7)
6 (4.7)
16 (12.6)

694 (83.8)
107 (12.9)
27 (3.3)

CeD/IBD (n = 127)

0.98

0.71

< 0.01

0.12

< 0.01

< 0.01

Bold values are statistically significant (p < 0.05)

a

Positive test indicates identification of any pathogen(s) on GI pathogen PCR testing. Toxigenic C. difficile
was excluded from positive test results, as this result is not reported as part of the GI pathogen PCR at our
institution

b
c
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Living in states of New York, New Jersey, or Connecticut, excluding New York City
Distribution among patients with CeD/IBD compared to other patients
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Table 2  Multivariable analysis of factors independently associated
with a positive GI pathogen PCR result

Diagnosis
Other
CeD/IBD
Sex
Female
Male
Age at testing
18–29 years
30–49 years
50–69 years
≥ 70 years
Race
White
Black
Asian
Other
Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic
Hispanic
Other
Residential zip code
New York City
Surrounding areaa
Other
Location test performed
Office visit
Emergency department
Endoscopy

Odds ratio (95% CI)

p value

1.00
0.49 (0.31–0.77)

< 0.01

1.00
1.44 (1.10–1.90)

< 0.01

1.00
1.03 (0.70–1.50)
0.78 (0.53–1.14)
0.68 (0.44–1.05)

0.90
0.20
0.08

1.00
1.04 (0.62–1.74)
0.70 (0.28–1.73)
1.09 (0.74–1.59)

0.89
0.44
0.68

1.00
1.27 (0.83–1.95)
0.99 (0.66–1.47)

0.26
0.96

1.00
0.83 (0.55–1.26)
2.10 (0.89–4.98)

0.38
0.09

1.00
1.58 (1.04–2.40)
1.15 (0.58–2.27)

0.03
0.69

Bold values are statistically significant (p < 0.05)
a

Living in states of New York, New Jersey, or Connecticut, excluding
New York City

p = 0.002), more likely to be male (OR 1.44; 95% CI
1.10–1.90 p = 0.009), and more likely to have been tested
in the emergency department than other locations (OR compared to office visit 1.58; 95% CI 1.04–2.40, p = 0.032).
Among the 113 patients tested in the emergency department,
6 had CeD/IBD (5.3%); of the 54 patients tested in the emergency department who had a positive test result, two had
CeD/IBD (3.7%).

Pathogens Identified
Among 337 total patients with positive tests, the majority
were positive for one pathogen, but 69 (20.5%) were positive
for two pathogens, 26 were positive for three pathogens, one
patient was positive for 4 pathogens, and one patient was

Fig. 1  Patients without or with CeD/IBD who tested positive for bacteria, viruses, or parasites. Values represent percent of patients within
a diagnosis category (CeD/IBD or other)

positive for 5 pathogens. A total of 465 bacterial, parasitic,
or viral pathogens were identified.
Rate of positive test was assessed based on microbe
type—bacterial, viral, or parasitic—in patient with CeD/IBD
compared to other patients (Fig. 1). For bacterial pathogens,
there were 269 patients (28.2%) with a positive result, comprised of 27 of 127 patients with CeD/IBD (21.3%) compared to 242 of 828 patients without (29.2%), a difference
that did not meet significance (p = 0.063). For viral pathogens, patients with CeD/IBD had significantly fewer positive
results: there were 69 patients (7.2% of total) with a positive
viral test result, comprised of 2 of 127 patients with CeD/
IBD (1.6%) compared to 67 of 828 patients without these
conditions (8.1%) (p = 0.008). For parasitic pathogens, no
patients with CeD/IBD had a positive result, compared to
27 patients without (2.8% of total patients, 3.3% of patients
without CeD/IBD), a difference that was also statistically
significant (p = 0.039). Analysis of CeD and IBD separately
compared to controls showed the same trends, but differences in microbe type (bacterial, viral, or parasitic) were not
statistically significant.
When distribution of individual species was assessed
(Table 3), the combined diarrheagenic Escherichia coli
and Shigella species—including Enteroaggregative E. coli
(EAEC), Enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), Enterotoxigenic
E. coli (ETEC), Shiga-like toxin-producing E. coli (STEC),
E. coli O157, and Shigella/Enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC)—
accounted for 296 of 465 overall pathogens. EPEC was the
most prevalent bacterial pathogen identified in all patients
(n = 143), as well as in both patient groups separately. The
most common viral and parasitic pathogens overall were
Norovirus GI/GII (n = 38) and Giardia lamblia (n = 13),
respectively. Among all 127 patients with CeD/IBD, 8
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Table 3  Species identified among patients with positive GI pathogen PCR test based on diagnosis

Bacteria, no. (% of patients)
Campylobacter (jejuni, coli, and upsaliensis)
Plesiomonas shigelloides
Salmonella
Yersinia enterocolitica
Vibrio (parahaemolyticus, vulnificus, and cholerae)
Vibrio cholerae
Enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC)
Enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC)
Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC)
Shiga-like toxin-producing E. coli (STEC)
E. coli O157
Shigella/Enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC)
Parasites, no. (% of patients)
Cryptosporidium
Cyclospora cayetanensis
Entamoeba histolytica
Giardia lamblia
Viruses, no. (% of patients)
Adenovirus F 40/41
Astrovirus
Norovirus GI/GII
Rotavirus A
Sapovirus (I, II, IV, and V)

All (N = 337)

CeD/IBD (n = 29)

Other (n = 308)

p value

44
3
9
15
0
0
75
143
27
24
3
24

6 (20.7)
0 (0.0)
1 (3.4)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
4 (13.8)
18 (62.1)
1 (3.4)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
2 (6.9)

38 (12.3)
3 (1.0)
8 (2.6)
15 (4.9)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
71 (23.1)
125 (40.6)
26 (8.4)
24 (8.4)
3 (1.0)
22 (7.1)

0.20
0.59
0.79
0.22
N/A
N/A
0.25
0.06
0.34
0.12
0.41
0.96

12
3
0
13

0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)

12 (4)
3 (1.0)
0 (0.0)
13 (4.2)

0.28
0.59
N/A
0.26

4
5
38
11
12

0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
1 (3.4)
0 (0.0)
1 (3.4)

4 (1.3)
5 (1.6)
37 (12.0)
11 (3.6)
11 (3.6)

0.54
0.49
0.16
0.30
0.97

Statistics refer to number of positive results in patients with CeD/IBD vs. other patients for each pathogen.
Percentage shown is percentage of patients who were positive for given pathogen; as some patients were positive for more than one pathogen,
sum of percentages for a given diagnosis (column) may exceed 100%
N/A not applicable

unique pathogens were identified, compared to 18 unique
pathogens among all 828 patients without immune-mediated
disease. Comparing the rate of each individual pathogen in
patients with CeD/IBD versus other patients, there was no
significant difference in any pathogen.

immune-mediated diseases (5.2%) tested positive for C. difficile (p = 0.916). One patient with CeD/IBD and one patient
without these diseases were positive both for C. difficile and
for a pathogen on the multiplex stool PCR.

Rates of C. difficile Infection

Discussion

In order to fully evaluate infectious etiologies of diarrhea,
rate of C. difficile positivity was also assessed. Of 955
patients who underwent stool GI pathogen PCR testing, 358
(37.5%) underwent C. difficile testing within 7 days before or
after the GI pathogen PCR test. Of the 358 patients tested for
C. difficile, 61 had CeD/IBD and 297 did not. Seven patients
with CeD/IBD (11.5% of those tested) had positive C. difficile test, all of whom had IBD, not CeD. Comparatively, 30
patients without immune-mediated diseases (10.1% of those
tested) had positive C. difficile test (p = 0.748). Of patients
tested for C. difficile who had a negative stool pathogen PCR
test, 6 of 98 with CeD/IBD (6.1%) and 27 of 520 without

Although patients with CeD and IBD, two immune-mediated
gastrointestinal diseases, have been shown to have different
rates of pneumococcal infections, tuberculosis, influenza,
and Clostridium difficile than other patients [1–4, 6], rates
of gastrointestinal infections other than C. difficile in these
patients have not previously been extensively studied. In this
retrospective cohort study of all outpatients who underwent
stool pathogen testing at our institution with a novel highly
sensitive and -specific PCR-based test, we found that PCRbased stool testing identified a wide range of gastrointestinal
pathogens in patients with and without CeD/IBD, with diarrheagenic E. coli and Shigella species most common in both
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patient groups. When compared to other patients, patients
with CeD/IBD had significantly fewer positive tests, with
significantly reduced rates of viruses and parasites. There
was no significant difference in relative rate of any individual pathogen between the two groups. Especially in patients
with CeD or IBD, who are at risk to present with diarrhea
due to the nature of their underlying disease, the ability to
rapidly and accurately identify diarrheal pathogens and a
knowledge of common pathogens may limit invasive diagnostic workup, even precluding the need for endoscopy in
some cases, and may provide opportunities for treatment.
Symptoms of underlying disease flare such as abdominal
pain, increased stool frequency, or watery or bloody diarrhea
may be indistinguishable from gastrointestinal infection, so
patients with chronic immune-mediated luminal disorders
are often evaluated for infection during an exacerbation
of symptoms in order to determine appropriate treatment.
Our finding that patients with CeD/IBD were less likely
to have a positive stool pathogen test than other patients
might therefore be expected, as patients with CeD or IBD
are more likely to have diarrhea from a non-infectious cause.
Interestingly, the test location that was most common among
positive tests was the emergency department, suggesting that
patients self-presenting due to acute or severe symptoms
were most likely to have a positive test. Although it might be
expected that patients with CeD/IBD would be more likely
to seek evaluation of diarrheal illness, even with milder
symptoms, these patients represented only 5% of all patients
tested in the emergency department and only 2% of patients
with positive tests in the emergency department.
As patients with CeD and IBD are known to have
higher rates of C. difficile than other patients [6, 11, 12],
we explored the hypothesis that C. difficile infection may
offer an alternative explanation for diarrhea among patients
with CeD/IBD. Patients with CeD/IBD were more likely
to be tested for C. difficile compared to controls (48 and
36% of patients, respectively). However, among patients
with negative stool GI pathogen PCR test, similar proportions of patients with CeD/IBD and patients without these
conditions were found to have C. difficile infection (6.1 and
5.2%, respectively). This analysis was limited by the low
number of tested patients, as only one-third of the overall
study population had been tested for C. difficile.
The reduction in identified viruses and parasites among
patients with CeD/IBD was significant, while bacteria showed a similar but nonsignificant trend. This study
did not address mechanisms of acquisition of or immune
response to infections, but two factors that may contribute
are altered systemic immunity and altered gut microbiota in
patients with CeD/IBD. The associations of CeD and IBD
with altered systemic immunity are well established: CeD
is closely associated with HLA-DQ2 and/or DQ8, and leukocytes of patients with CeD and IBD have been shown to
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have abnormal IFN-gamma generation and IL-18 response,
among other immune mediators [13–15]. These associations
have been implicated in certain clinical phenomena such as
an attenuated T and B cell-mediated immune response to
Hepatitis B vaccination among patients with CeD [16–19].
It is difficult to predict how this type of dysregulation differentially impacts viral or parasitic pathogens compared to
bacterial ones: prior studies have shown increased rates of
both viral and bacterial infections in patients with CeD or
IBD [1, 3–7], while our data show a significant difference in
rates of viruses and parasites but not bacteria. Both CeD and
IBD have also been associated with altered gut microbiota.
Patients with CeD have increased numbers of gram-negative
and decreased numbers of gram-positive bacteria, but may
have increased prevalence of certain Clostridial species
[20]. Patients with Crohn’s disease have higher prevalence
of Proteobacteria [21], and patients with Crohn’s disease
and ulcerative colitis each have increased numbers of certain genera of Firmicutes [22]. The manner in which these
microbiome deviations impact susceptibility to gastrointestinal infections remains to be elucidated.
As this was a retrospective cohort study, clinical symptoms such as number of bowel movements or the presence
of bloody bowel movements were not consistently available
for all patients. Assessment of 22 randomly selected patients
tested in the emergency room did demonstrate that, in all of
those patients, clinical indication for stool pathogen testing
was diarrheal illness. However, given limited and variable
clinical data, the severity of diarrhea was not measured, and
no assessment was possible among patients with diarrhea
of varying severity. It would be useful to collect detailed
data regarding clinical symptoms in the future studies to
confirm a correlation between identified pathogens and
clinical symptoms, as the presence of certain pathogens as
colonizers cannot be excluded. Our study was based on a
PCR-based pathogen test, without confirmation by culture
data. The limitations of a single assay were mediated by
the fact that the stool pathogen test in our study has been
shown to have high sensitivity and specificity in large-scale
studies [8, 9]. Finally, data for this study were collected at a
single center, and the absolute rate of positive stool pathogen test in patients with CeD/IBD in our study was low.
It is therefore possible that the different rate of bacterial
pathogens was nonsignificant because the study was underpowered to detect a statistical difference. Similarly, the ability to detect statistical differences in the organism-specific
analysis was limited by low numbers of positive test results
for each specific pathogen. As PCR-based multiplex stool
pathogen tests become more widely available, prospective,
multicenter analyses should be performed to confirm our
findings in other patient populations.
Despite these limitations, this study demonstrates that
among patients tested with a PCR-based stool pathogen
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panel, patients with two immune-mediated diseases, CeD
and IBD, have significantly fewer viral and parasitic pathogens identified than patients without these conditions, with
a nonsignificant trend toward fewer bacterial pathogens.
While this result can be partially explained by the fact that
patients with CeD/IBD have more non-infectious causes of
diarrhea than other patients, it may also represent an impact
of altered systemic immunity on distribution of gastrointestinal pathogens. More generally, the identification of any stool
pathogen may offer an important therapeutic opportunity in
patients with CeD/IBD. New PCR-based stool pathogen tests
offer the opportunity to study the distribution of infectious
pathogens with unprecedented sensitivity and specificity and
may have important clinical implications.
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